New Vehicle Specifications, Pricing and Options from IDS DataDirect™

ANY CAR. ANY VAN. ANY TIME.

Maximum mileage from your data.
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For New Vehicle
specifications, Prices
and Options, you want
data you can use quickly, efficiently
and with confidence.
That’s exactly what IDS DataDirect ™
delivers; at the most competitive pricing
structure in the market.
Knowledge is power.
We enable you to make decisions
based on up-to-date (updated daily)
information about your vehicles; new
or used, cars and LCVs.
The data arrives in the format that
aligns with how you run your business;
consistent with your systems. This takes
out the hassle and the time that may
otherwise be involved in sourcing the
data yourself, in numerous formats,
reformatting it to work how you want
it to work, and then making sure that
it is always, at all times, as accurate
and up-to-date as possible.

Our comprehensive data service provides:
- Pricing
- Specification
- Options (including Option
Dependencies – must have, 		
can’t have, etc.)
- Colours and trim combinations
- Technical data
- Service maintenance data

DataDirect™
is more than
just data...
it’s power.

IDS DataDirect™ is more than
just data... it’s power.

save time.
no need to
source data
yourself.
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Vehicle information
at your fingertips.
International Decision Systems DataDirect ™
provides comprehensive information for
vehicle specification, for options including
colour and trim combinations, and pricing,
on over 20,000 cars and LCVs.
The information is updated daily and
electronically distributed in a range
of formats as a data feed for quotation
systems and dealer management systems.
Detailed specification, pricing, and
Whole Life Costs comparisons are
available with our TopCalc™ system.

NVSPO: Cars and light commercials
Cars: The main file contains
manufacturer, model and derivative
information for all major manufacturers
available in the UK market.
LCVs: Manufacturer, model and derivative
information, from minivans to buses.

information
is updated &
distributed
daily.

compare
data with
our topcalc™
system.
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What does
DataDirect ™ deliver?
The quick answer to
that question is: NVsPO
data you can use, at a
price that makes sense.
Across the UK, dealers access IDS DataDirect ™
thousands of times every single day.
From some of the biggest household
names in cars and LCV dealerships,
through to single-franchise operations,
professionals find that DataDirect
answers every question and provides
every piece of information easily;
making business more efficient and
decisions better informed.
Historical data goes back up to 8 years.

more
professionals
are turning to
datadirect™.

Pricing
Manufacturer’s list prices. Prices cover
both the vehicle in question and all
Factory Fitted Options available for each
specific model. Manufacturer coding for
these options is also included in the detail
when available from the manufacturer.
Vehicle Data
Items available cover vehicle make
and model description, model year,
(including part model years) and date
of introduction. For each model the
relevant transmission is captured, along
with the CO2 rating and its associated
Road Fund Licence band.
Colours and Trims
Paint options and their associated valid
trim options are provided including the
Manufacturer Code where this is available.
Maintenance
Collated via the SMR module,
information for service, maintenance
and repair costs including tyres and
MOT, for cars and LCVs, is provided
in a range of terms and mileages.
Technical Data
A wide selection of data is grouped
under the heading of Technical Data
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covering additional information about
the vehicle: Performance, Dimensions,
Weight, unladen and towing capacity for
cars as well as total permitted weight
for commercial vehicles.
Additional Vehicle Data
Boot and fuel tank capacities, wheelbase,
engine configuration, drivetrain, ground
clearance, brake information, along
with details about the size of tyres the
manufacturers are putting on the vehicles.
Performance
Acceleration, maximum speed,
BHP figures, torque @ the relevant
engine speed.
Other Data
Each vehicle has its Insurance Group;
whether it complies with European
legislation regarding vehicle emissions,
recommended Servicing intervals and
manufacturer’s warranty provision are
all included.
Vehicle Images
A feature which provides optional images
of the vehicles, at model level, is available
to enable quick recognition of the vehicle
being accessed or quoted upon.
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DataDirect ™
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
This file covers all the
standard equipment
information included
in every individual
manufacturer’s brochure;
What makes it better is that we gather it
all together in one data set. It covers all
manufacturer recommended colour and
trim combinations; across standard, no
cost and cost option items.

we gather
all standard
information in
one data set.
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DataDirect ™ TECHNICAL
DATA - CARS AND LCVs
Technical Data for Cars
Covering each individual car
manufacturer, these files contain
the technical data of current
derivatives for each car.
The data includes
- Engine cubic capacity (cc)
and drivetrain performance
- Fuel consumption
- Tyres
- Weight
- Dimensions
- Fuel tank capacity
- Insurance
- General safety rating
- CO2 emissions

Technical Data for LCVs
These files contain the technical
data of current derivatives for
each LCV.
The data includes
- Cubic capacity
-	Weight
-	Length
- Volume
-	Dimensions
-	Fuel tank capacity 			
and performance

more data.
more detail.
more up
to date.
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ids DataDirect ™ ENRICHes
THE INFORMATION
Images:
Sometimes it’s better to put a ’face to a name’; taking a look at the
vehicle itself. The optional Images File includes photographic images
of current new vehicles, by make and model. The file includes current
and historical images, optimised for web viewing or print. Images are
coded to enable linkage to appropriate data.
Descriptions - Groups and Standards:
To enable fast comparisons and effective search, this file provides
standard descriptions for equipment features on new vehicles.
To find out more about DataDirect™, the cost-effective aid to
vehicle pricing management, email DataSalesUK@idsgrp.com
or call 01256 302000.

view current
and historical
images of all
vehicles.
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